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CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING  
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN AGRICULTURE 
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 After 1989, in Romanian agriculture occurred changes less spectacular 
than other branches as for the structure and production volume, major 
changes taking place towards the structure of property and of busy 
population, as well as in import-export relations. More of the business 
organizations involved in agricultural activity are reduced as dimension, 
independent, often perceived as not being obligated to find annual 
financial statements. Although, even the small agricultural enterprises 
search for external sources of financing (capital & subventions), 
especially from banks and governmental associations, and these capital 
suppliers ask for more and more financial situations.  
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After 1989, the continuously growing of investment in agriculture 

had as effect a growth of dimensions, the area of applicability and 
commercial character of the agricultural activity. This thing determined a 
bigger need for financial situation based on solid accounting principles and 
universally accepted as well as for relevant financial analysis concerning 
taking decisions for financing and leading the internal activity, realising a 
reformed management. The solutions for solving these demands, of high 
importance for the business environment in agriculture, there are found in 
reflective appliance of International Standards of Financial Report IAS / 
IFRS, on one side and in proper organising of financial management 
accounting on the other side.  

In order to apply with success these settlements is more than 
necessary also an organised management accounting and leaded rigorously, 
capable of assuring the used data in solving the problems, taking decisions 
and communicating between the involved factors (management, 
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shareholders, market etc.). The administrational practitioners who develop 
their activity in the agricultural domain shouldn’t have to miss-see the 
accounting comparability, which represents a useful special domain for the 
actual step in developing Romanian economy. 

Trough management accounting, that completes the domain of 
financial administration, is at the disposal of managers’ trough a series of 
information which care assures an efficient book-keeping of patrimony, for 
example: information regarding the knowledge of costs of different jobs 
assumed by the company; information which sit at the basis in elaborating 
the costs budgets and expenses and activity exploitation control; useful 
information to financial analysis concerning taking management decisions 
regarding the leading of internal activity; useful information regarding 
elaborating reports and internal analysis used by management companies in 
order to take decisions. 

Conforming to the provisions in point from Precisions regarding 
measures concerning the organising and leading management accounting, 
approved by the Order of the Minister of Public Finances no. 1826 / the 22th 
of December 2003, according to the kind of activity is taking place. 
Management accounting will assure, first, the recording of operations 
regarding: collecting and placing the expends on destinations, activities, 
sections, manufacturing stages, centres of costs, centres of profit; the 
calculus of the acquisition cost, output, processing entered goods, obtained; 
executed marks, given services, of the in course of execution output, etc. 
from the units of output, commercial, givers of services, financial and other 
domains of activity. 

In the time when financial administration makes appeal to provisions 
of laws, decrees, decisions and book-keeping standards, the dispositions of 
management accounting are part of a universe of solutions, the company 
management having the freedom of choosing its form of organisation, 
structures and models. Each company will decide on their own model of 
adopted accountant, as well as the methods they use in calculating the costs, 
adapted according to the way of organizing the output, the specific of 
developed activity, particularities of technologic process and own needs of 
information.  

Management accounting is organised or using specific accounts, either 
trough developing the costs from financial accounting, or with the help of 
their own technical operative evidence. Dissociated organisation without 
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using accounts from Class 9 assumes on one hand, the existence of financial 
accounting, and one the other hand, of management accounting developed 
with the help of collecting situations, placing and calculus of costs per 
product unity, agricultural crop or animal category, which leads to an 
apparent extra book-keeping. It raises the problem of taking out the previous 
costs of output with the purpose of restaging and regrouping the expenses an 
costs bearer (direct expenses) and laurels of expenses (indirect expenses). 

The direct expenses are subscribed in the “post-calculus record” 
opened on each product, agricultural crop, animal category, depending on 
the measure of making consumptions. Through it’s specific, the post 
calculus record contain all the structural elements of the output cost (direct 
and indirect expenses) as well as the giving back part of the output in such a 
manner that it could be determined the differences of costs on each cost 
bearer. 

In order to fill in the post calculus card with indirect expenses, first we 
produce „a collecting and placing of expenses situation” situation that can 
be elaborated at the level of each crop or animal category in the conditions 
of organising a decentralized post calculus. No matter of the chosen variant, 
we will find in the contents: indirect expenses taken from financial book-
keeping and localised on expenses places often their nature which  is 
followed by specific distribution calculus to take then over the cost bearers. 

The internal organising supposes the placing of some analytical costs 
in the frame of synthetic accounts of first degree or second towards offered 
expenses of financial accounting which have as purpose delimitation, still 
from the moment of their record, on cost bearers and the places that 
generate expenses. This way of organising does not exclude, though, solving 
specific problems of management accounting calculus, just as they were 
presented before; it imposes with necessity the use of electronic computer, 
because of the volume of work. 

After recording in management accounting the expenses of output 
according to their destination on the places they reserved (vegetation farm, 
animal farm, animal specie, crop group) and on calculus objects (crop-
product, animal category), connected to the possibilities of identification at 
the moment of their solving followed by at the end of the month, calculus of 
the actual cost of obtained production (finished or un finished) during the 
month from the process of production. The actual cost includes total 
expenses (direct and indirect) supposed by the production process and 
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necessary to calculate for purposes of gaining  back the obtained output, 
control of budget expenses on expends spots (locations) and of products 
(farm, species, category) and that of establishing the efficiency of developed 
activity. Cost calculate is a complex practical activity which is developed 
with continuing analytical  registration of  exploiting expenses with the help 
of management accounting, and allows marking them out on  destination , 
on spots of production, products and kinds of expenses. 

Without minimizing the importance of vegetal output sector, 
appreciating the activity as being more complex, from a sector of animal 
(zoo technical) production, the practical study, that fallow will show the 
way of organisation of management accounting in such a sector. Let us 
remind that animals and birds can be introduced in the active body category 
or in the active circulate one. Order no. 1752/2007 stipulate that in animal 
category and birds of current active nature are included: born animals and 
young ones of any kind (lambs, piglets, colts and other) raised and used for 
reproduction, animals and birds fattened to be valued, bee colonies, as well 
as animals for wool, milk, and fur production.    

 Assuming that an agricultural exploitation has two main activity 
sectors: vegetal production sector (profit centre code 1) and animal 
production sector (profit centre code 2). For commencing expenses, incomes 
and results on each profit centre level, the management is done through 
budgets. So, each activity (corn production and meat or milk production) 
will have a separate budget, coded also according to the centre of profit it 
belongs to. 

In the animal production centre, single specie of animals is raised: 
horned cattle. The effective are assured as well as from own production as 
from buying. 

For an easier understanding, we will take a practical example for a 
single animal category in this sector, cattle in fatten, the last structural 
category from this sector, after cows for milk categories, male calf 0-6 
months, female calf 6-12 months, female calf 12-18 months, female calf 
over 18 months, pregnant cows. We remember that the only obtained 
production at this category represents the increase in like growing weight. 
Having all these elements we have already built the complete budgeted code 
of cattle category on which we roll the method application: B271 .You 
could see that we’ve prepared for using the method of integrated organising 
of management accounting, an easy method, and simple, available to anyone 
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who has a calculus system which has also a financial book-keeping 
program. 

In the next table, gathered at the level of December 2007, we give the 
evolution of the effective cattle put on fatten: 

QUANTITY SPECIFICATION 
heads kilos 

REGISTRATION 
VALUE 

Beginning reserve/stock 27 9.760 27.328 
Enters from marring 20 4.100 11.480 
Enters from buying 10 800 2.240 
Weight increase - 1.550 4.340 
Total stock + enters 57 16.210 45.388 
Deliveries  17 8.200 22.960 
Mortalities  1 100 280 
Ending stock 39 7.910 22.148 

I. Registration from financial accounting, close to the effective marring 
cattle on fatten (more that we illustrated in the upper table) registration that 
contain specific management accounting elements, are the following: 

1. Considering the animals, according to the marring act, a number of 15 
calf 0-6 months are passed to the fatten cattle category (males) in total 
weight of 2.400 kg and a number of 5 heads female calf over 18 months (not 
ready for reproduction) in total weight 1.700 kg, registration prise (standard) 
of calf category 0-6 months = 3.80 lei/kg. Registration prise (standard) of 
female calf over 18 months is 3.20 lei/kg. 

361.B271 711.B271 
Animals and birds 

„Cattle put on fatten” 
= Stock variation 

„Cattle put on fatten” 
11.480 

  
2. An acquisition of 10 young bulls is made in order to be fatten, weight 

of 800 kg, acquisition price of 3.50lei/kg, value added tax 19%. 
401 

% = 
Suppliers 

3.332 

    
361.B271   

Animals and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

  
2.240 

    
361.B271   

Price difference on animal 
and birds 

„Bulls to fatten” 
  

560 

    
4426   

Deductible VAT   
532 
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3. At the end of the months according to the animal balancing act, it is 

registered the increase in weight growth 1.550 kg at registration price of 
2.80 lei/kg, that is 4.340 lei. 

361.B271 711.B271 
Animals and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= Stock variation 
„Bulls to fatten” 

4.340 

 
4. From own production it is delivered a number of 17 bulls heads on 

fatten total weight of 8.200 kg. Price registration value is 22.960 lei (2.80 
lei/ kg) and delivery value price is 30340 lei (3.70 lei/kg). Value added tax 
is 19%, meaning 5.765 lei. 

4111 
Customers 

= % 36.105 

    
  701.B271 

  
Incomes from selling                                        

done products 
30.340 

    
  4427 
  Collected VAT 

5.765 

 
711.B271 361.B271 

Stock variation 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= Animals and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

22.960 

 
5. Based on death act, liberated by the veterinary doctor, the death of a 

young bull is registered, weight of 100 kg, registration value = 280 lei. The 
animal is from own production. 

711.B271 361.B271 
Stock variation 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= Animals and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

280 

 
II. Registration regarding maintaining costs of fattens bulls. 
1. Food consumption and bed clothes charged at 12.722 lei. 

6026.B271 3026 
Expenses concerning food 

„Bulls to fatten” 
= 

Food and bed clothes  
12.722 
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2. Medicine consumption charged at 120 lei. 

6028.B271 3028 
Expenses regarding other 

consumables 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= Other consumables 
Medicine materials  

120 

 
3. Electrical energy consumption charged at 600 lei. 

605.B271 401 
Expenses regarding energy 

and water 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= 
Suppliers  

600 

 
4. Executed works and services by thirds charges at 150 lei. 

628.B271 401 
Other expenses with services 

executed by partners 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= 
Suppliers  

150 

 
5. Expenses with assurance and social protection charged at 198 lei. 

6XX.B271 4XXX 
Expenses concerning 
assurances and social 

protection 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= 
Social assurances, 

unemployment help, special 
fund 

198 

 
At the end of the month the account on price differences is closed an 

animals and birds charged at 560 lei, differences done by thirds acquisition 
of young bulls during the month. 

606.B271 368.B271 
Expenses regarding animals 

and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= 
Price difference on animals 

and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

560 

 
III. From the indirect cost assessment situation, for the category 

„Bulls on fatten” we have: 
- Common expenses of the sector 
- General expenses of the exploitation 

 397 
346 
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IV. The calculus of live weight cost in stock at the 31st of December 
2007 and evaluation of young bull stock at fatten at cost: 

 
- Initial stock cost  
- Entrance value  
- Total production expenses 
Total expenses  

27.328 
18.060 

9.126 
54.514 

 
- Total live weight - kg                                          
- Cost of live weight - lei/kg 
- Stock weight at  the 31st of December  
Stock value at cost (3.40-2.80)*7910                 

16.010 
3,40 

7.910 
4.746 

 
361.B271 711.B271 

Animals and birds 
„Bulls to fatten” 

= Stock variation 
„Bulls to fatten” 

4.746 

 
The data from this situation, obtained with the help of management 

accounting, hear the cost calculus realized on kg live weight, kg increase in 
weight, a food day animal - allows, in any moment of administration period, 
a close analysis of cost structure with calculus balance of each element in the 
final cost, facilitating the intervention in optimal time when the situation 
asks, sometimes at the end of the months when the results from financial 
book-keeping are known, being too late. 
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